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Abstract− This paper presents measurements at a mock-up medium
voltage network to verify the feasibility of Broadband Power Line
Communication (BPLC). We use the data extracted within the
frequency range 2 − 30 MHz to characterize a MIMO PLC net-
work using different phase combinations, defining the best and
worst use case scenarios. The empirical data shows that not only
phases directly connected for input-output can be used, but also
that we can exploit the coupling between phases to transmit and
receive data, therefore creating a dynamic PLC network which will
depend on the characteristics of the power grid. By making use of
transmission line theory, we also demonstrate how we can mitigate
the reflections by measuring the input impedance of the network
to allow better use of the bandwidth available for BPLC operation.

Index Terms− MIMO, BPLC, Input Impedance, Broadband, Medium voltage.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Information Age, with its start in the mid-20th century, has witnessed a fast advancement in
communications systems in recent years, enabling interconnected technologies such as the Internet
of Things (IoT). The need to always achieve higher data transmission rates has attracted investment
from large companies into research institutes and universities. Therefore, devising new means to reduce
costs to increase the communication system capacity naturally comes up as a priority to the industry.
Wireless communications proved to be a great solution to overcome this issue, however covering large
areas is still a topic of scientific interest from which challenges still needs to be addressed [1]. In this
manner, Power Line Communication (PLC) technology seeks to bring an efficient and cheaper way of
communication for several applications, such as in regions where access is more difficult due to the
distance or the geography of the place [2], [3].

This technology is divided into two categories: narrow band (NPLC) and broadband (BPLC). The
former is often used for remote control and measurement of energy, gas and water [4] in the frequency
range from 9 kHz to 140 kHz. The latter works in frequencies up to 100 MHz and is used to transmit
voice, video and data at high rates [2], [3], [5], [6].

A challenge faced by PLC technology is its own hostile environment as the electrical network
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presents problems for data transmission. For example, noise, multi-path, impedance mismatch and
frequency selectivity are factors that need to be considered when designing a PLC communication
system. To overcome such problems, Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation
was adopted, which uses several orthogonal subcarriers. This type of modulation offers great adaptability
to the system as it is capable to suppress interfering or interfered carriers and vary the load (number
of bits) of each carrier according to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) or link attenuation [2], [3].

Advanced signal processing techniques allowed data transmission in broadband PLC more efficiently.
Nowadays, there are devices on the market that can reach up to 205 Mbps [7]. Such equipment was
used in a medium voltage grid to monitor oil platforms and excellent performance has been reported
[8], [9].

Such devices have several modes of operation within different bandwidths (5, 10 or 30 MHz),
transmission rate and Power Spectral Density (PSD) [7]. These operation modes associated with MIMO
techniques, such as space–time parallel intercarrier interference (ICI) cancellation of OFDM [10],
provides an efficient use of the Medium Voltage Grid to transmit data. In addition, modern gateways
such as [7] are able to transmit with a power spectrum density (PSD) of −50 dBm/Hz whilst receivers
could operate up to −72 and −77 dBm/Hz [7], with the reported capability of working within the
threshold of −22 dB/Hz of attenuation.

PLC channel modelling has been investigated by several groups in the open literature such as [11]–
[14]. In [11], the authors demonstrated that caching popular content into each PLC access unit, and
designing a precoding scheme using MIMO techniques on the PLC channel can improve the data
transmission and offer a better price model for the end-users. In [12], the influence of dielectric in a
three-core power cable is evaluated, where the phase-mode transformation is used to decompose the
per-unit-length parameters into common-mode and differential-mode parameters, combining numerical
and measured data to build a robust model for MIMO PLC channel modeling. In [13], the authors
investigated a mixed channel comprised of a medium voltage network, underground and overhead
[13]. Finally, digital simulations were carried out in a medium voltage MIMO PLC network in [14],
to evaluate the performance using MIMO-OFDM techniques, where the authors designed an encoder
and optimized key decoder parameters to reduce the bit error rate, demonstrating that medium voltage
MIMO-OFDM is a good approach to provide high data rate and link reliability to PLC channels.

In our literature review, to the best of our efforts, no other work which performs the characterization
of the frequency response and impedance of the MIMO-PLC network was found. Our work brings
two contributions to this field, first we report that the most of the BPLC frequency range is suitable
to transmit data. This is achieved by carrying out measurements in a mock-up three phases medium
voltage grid. The phase combination features a channel with nine paths or three possible inputs and
three outputs. The second comes as an estimation of the network input impedance to design more
efficient medium voltage couplers, with this information it is possible to use an adaptive coupler [15]
more efficiently.

The organization of this work is as follows. In Section II we present the concept of transmission lines
and PLC channel, delivering a theoretical support to this article. Also in this section, the topology for the
investigated scenarios are presented. Section III discusses the experimental setup, the instruments and
equipment used. In Section IV, the results for the experiments performed in the mock-up transmission
line are analyzed . Finally, Section V presents the conclusions and the potential of this research for
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further studies.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 1 depicts an N ports network, the scattering parameters (S-Parameters) relate the incident and
reflective voltage waves for each port which we consider to be the inputs and outputs of the PLC grid
[16]. The relation between V −

i and V +
i is shown in (1) and (2).
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Fig. 1. Representation of a N ports networks.

Broadband PLC signal travel through Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) mode on electric distri-
bution line which allows the application of traditional transmission line (TL) theory, well known and
published in the open literature [3], [5], [17], [18]. The analysis method of a TL is facilitated by
modeling electrical circuits, consisting of resistances per unit length, R (Ω/m), capacitance per unit
length, C (F/m), inductance per unit length, L (H/m), and conductance per unit length, G(1/Ωm) [16],
[18], [19].

Considering the three phases and the propagation in the z direction, one can derive the model of an
infinitesimal (∆z) part of the line, as shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, the equivalent transmission line
for phases A and B is provided in Fig. 3, where Req, Leq, Geq and Ceq are the equivalent resistance,
inductance, conductance and capacitance from Fig. 2.

Knowing that the input impedance of a data receiver is 50 Ω, the input impedance for this line is
given by (3) [16], [20]. Therefore, one can calculate the TL input impedance and thus design PLC
couplers for injection and reception of the network signal [21].
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Fig. 2. Model of circuits for three-phase.

Fig. 3. Equivalent lumped-element circuit of two wires transmission line.

Zin = 50

[
1 + S11

1− S11

]
(3)

Assuming the three-phase system, phases A, B and C, when a signal is injected in the MHz range
in phase A, it induces a current in phases B and C, similar to an antenna behaviour. This is true for all
three phases in the system and therefore needs to be considered in the modelling of the TL [3], [17].

Moreover, the medium voltage PLC network investigated in our study can be analyzed as a six ports
network, where three are input ports and the remainder are output ports. The ports are combinations
of phases two by two. Thus, in both input and reception there are 3 signal injection possibilities (three
combinations of two). This representation is depicted in Fig. 4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. MIMO model corresponding to the three-phase system [22].

In the general case of a MIMO system comprising of three emitter ports and three receiver ports,
the channel matrix H can be written as [22], [23]:
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H =

h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33

 (4)

According to Fig. 4, there are 9 possible topologies, considering the point of injection of the signal,
represented by A1, B1 and C1, and at the other end represented by A2, B2 and C2.

The Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) measurements are named X1Y1 for the input port from signals
applied in the phases X and Y, and likewise X2Y2 for the output port from signals measured from the X
and Y, where X and Y could be A, B or C. As shown in Table I, it is possible to see all port representation
measurements related to cases from 1 to 9 given by the previous two-by-two combinations:

TABLE I. POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS FOR THE SYSTEM PORTS

Topology Input Port Output Port
Case 1 A1B1 A2B2
Case 2 A1B1 A2C2
Case 3 A1B1 B2C2
Case 4 A1C1 A2B2
Case 5 A1C1 A2C2
Case 6 A1C1 B2C2
Case 7 B1C1 A2B2
Case 8 B1C1 B2C2
Case 9 B1C1 C2A2

To analyze the system using S-Parameters, based on (4), the channel matrix can be obtained from
the VNA measurements, which is represented in (5), where Ci refers to Case i, with i ranging from 1
to 9, see Table I.

H =

S
C1

21 SC2

21 SC3

21

SC4

21 SC5

21 SC6

21

SC7

21 SC8

21 SC9

21

 (5)

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 5, where the network structure comprised of 8, 2 meters
tall, utility poles spaced 5 meters apart, and a U-shaped turn from pole 5 to 6 (starting from phases
A1, B1 and C1) is depicted. In this work, the experiments were carried out connecting the VNA -
R&S®Network Analyzer 9 kHz - 6 GHz and two extended 50 Ω-coaxial cables in the available three-
phase distribution line, whilst those were disconnected from the live power grid during the experiment.
Each phase of the medium voltage network is made of a 3/8 inch aluminium cable and located 2.3
meters above the ground.
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A1        B1              C1

C2  B2      A2

VNA
BNC to crocodile

clip adapter

BNC to crocodile

clip adapter

2 m

5 m

30 cm

Fig. 5. Experimental set-up in the mock-up three-phase distribution line.

The example shown in Fig. 5 represents the experimental arrangement equivalent to Case 8, i.e.,
S21 and S11 measurements were carried out, where B1C1 and B2C2 are the input and output ports,
respectively. Two coaxial cables were connected to both ports of the VNA through BNC (Bayonet Neill
Concelman) connectors, where Port 1 was connected as transmitter and Port 2 as receiver, therefore
obeying the system proposed in (5). For Case 8, as depicted in Fig. 5, the signal is injected into phases
B1 and C1 of the power grid via BNC to crocodile clip adapters, whilst the signal is received at phases
B2 and C2. Due to its symmetry it is only necessary to measure in one direction [16].

Once the test network is not energized (live), medium voltage couplers were not necessary. For this
reason, and due to lack of available resources to properly calibrate the VNA to this unique set-up, the
measurements were not calibrated. As a result, we expected more reflections than in a real scenario
where couplers are used which will provide a wider bandwidth to data transmission. Additionally, we
expected an attenuation of ≈ 0.1 dB/m due to the alligator clips with coaxial cable for frequencies up
to 30 MHz [24]. Finally, the resistivity of aluminium at 20◦C is 28.2 nΩm [25], whereas during our
measurements at 12 noon with a temperature of ≈ 30◦C, this can increase to 29.4 nΩm, which for
a 35 m line represents a variation of ≈ 4.3% in the total resistance of the line, when linear thermal
expansion approximation is used as shown in (6) [26], where αAl = 0.00429◦C−1 is the temperature
coefficient of resistivity of aluminum. However, for small fluctuations of up to 2◦C at 30◦C, the variation
is of just 0.85%, and therefore were not accounted for in our results.

ρ = ρ0[1 + αAl(T − T0)] (6)

The phases which were not associated with the measurement being performed (for a specific case),
were left open. Thus, it can be said that the signal reflected from the open phases is negligible due
to the high attenuation of the network and the distance between the ports. So the scattering matrix
parameters can be considered equal to the coefficient of reflection and transmission of the network.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

For our reference, the previously mentioned device from Corinex technology [7], reports good
performance on channels with attenuation of up to 22 dB. Here, we use this value to define the
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useful bandwidth for data transmission, where the S21 is higher than −20 dB as we assume a total
2 dB attenuation in the coaxial cables + crocodile clips.

First, we will analyze the cases in which VNA ports 1 and 2 are connected to their matching phases,
i.e., the direct paths for transmission of information. These are cases 1, 5 and 8 previously described in
Table I, and plotted in Fig. 6, which shows the measured insertion loss in dB, whilst the red line marks
the −20 dB threshold discussed previously. From these results, we observe that a good portion of the
bandwidth can potentially be used for the transmission of PLC signal, which indicates that one can
choose the configuration that will provide the best transmission characteristics depending on the band
available on a certain scenario. For example, Case 1 shows that the frequency range 10.5−15.1 MHz is
suitable for the application of the signal, whilst the region between 10.5−21.2 MHz is 100% available
in Case 8, where the extra bandwidth might be useful for applications requiring higher data-rates.

Fig. 6. Measured results of the S21 magnitude for cases 1, 5 and 8, with the red line highlighting the −20 dB thershold.

Moreover, we investigated the cases where the coupling between lines takes effect. For cases 2 and
3, the one of the input phases is different from the output, see Table I. As a result, a greater frequency
selectivity is observed as shown in Fig. 7. In both cases high levels of attenuation are noticed at
frequencies above 20 MHz, making this spectrum range unavailable. A similar scenario is observed
in Fig. 8, which refers to cases 4 and 6, where most of the band up to 21.77 MHz is available for
data transmission in Case 4 and 18.27 MHz for Case 6. For the latter, almost all the measured range
between 2− 18.27 MHz can potentially be used for broadband data transmission using PLC signal.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the possible frequency bands available for cases 7 and 9. In Case 7, almost all
the band up to 21.6 MHz is available with a few transmission nulls. On the other hand, Case 9 does
not present wide regions available for transmission where most of the band is available to frequencies
up to ≈ 15 MHz.
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Fig. 7. Measured results of the S21 magnitude for cases 2 and 3.

Fig. 8. Measured results of the S21 magnitude for cases 4 and 6.

Fig. 9. Measured results of the S21 magnitude for cases 7 and 9.

To summarize the information, Table II shows the available bandwidth for the measured frequencies
between 2 − 30 MHz. Case 8, with a direct path between both phases has presented the best results
in terms of bandwidth utilization, followed by cases 4 and 6. We notice that in these situations, phase
B is always connected to port 2 of the VNA. The worst results are observed for cases 2 and 3, where
phase C is connected to port 2.
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TABLE II. BANDWIDTH FOR EACH CASE

Topology ∆f (MHz) ∆f (%)
Case 1 15.764 56.3
Case 2 9.884 35.3
Case 3 10.584 37.8
Case 4 16.968 60.6
Case 5 15.176 54.2
Case 6 16.408 58.6
Case 7 14.784 52.8
Case 8 21.252 75.9
Case 9 12.824 45.8

Furthermore, to perform the impedance matching between a PLC switch and the grid, the input
impedance must be known. By solving the impedance mismatch issue, one can expect that the attenu-
ation of the PLC signal will only caused by the ohmic losses of the channel.

In a real model, loads dynamically change across the network throughout the day. This leads to a
change in the input impedance, and therefore in S11 and S21. Therefore, for each case depicted in Table
II, variations in bandwidth are expected. As a consequence of these variations, the PLC modem will
dynamically change the data allocation in the OFDM channels [7] to maintain high transmission rates.

As previously shown in (3), the input impedance of the network can be calculated when S11 is known.
Afterwards, it is possible to dynamically switch the output and input impedance of the transmitter for
different frequency bands to optimize matching and reduce reflections.

Figure 10 depicts the module and phase of the input impedance for cases 7 and 8. It is noticed that
impedance mismatch occurs for the most part of the spectrum, whilst Zin < 300 Ω. The plots are of
a similar behavior, except at 7 MHz where a difference of 100 Ω in the input impedance is observed.

For cases 2, 3, 6 and 9, we observe peaks for |Zin|, reaching values between 500 Ω and 600 Ω, as
depicted in Fig. 11. When compared to Zin in Fig. 10, the shapes show a certain similarity, despite
the higher peaks observed in the latter. We also observe that cases 2 and 3 are very similar, which also
occurs between cases 6 and 9. However, these two sets differ by a shift in the impedance module and
phase.

For the remaining cases, we notice a peak greater than 600 Ω. In addition, peaks at frequencies
greater than 20 MHz have been reduced as shown in Fig. 12.

In a scenario where an adaptive coupler which is capable of delivering a variable output impedance,
we would be able to reduce the signal reflection for each frequency band. These impedance plots show
that our mock-up medium voltage power grid has a higher potential to transmit MIMO PLC signal
than the results previously presented from Fig. 6 to 9. Therefore, higher data transmission rates can be
achieved by dynamically allocating the frequency bands dedicated to the PLC channel.
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Fig. 10. Computed results of the Zin magnitude and phase for cases 7 and 8.

Fig. 11. Computed results of the Zin magnitude and phase for cases 2, 3, 6 and 9.

Fig. 12. Computed results of the Zin magnitude and phase for cases 1, 4 and 5.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a new technique for characterizing a PLC channel using the S-Parameters
to obtain the H matrix of a mock-up medium voltage electrical network. Our empirical data showed that
it is feasible to make use of the network under test for broadband PLC, even in hostile environments for
data transmission. Furthermore, it is possible to employ MIMO techniques to obtain a better performance
than when the signal is injected into one phase or splitting it into two phases as usually found in BPLC
applications. Finally, we show that by extracting the input impedance of the network, it is possible to
design couplers that are optimized to reduce reflections caused by impedance mismatch and further
increase the effective data transmission rate. As a result, this work demonstrate feasibility of using the
electrical network for broadband data transmission. In addition, our methodology can potentially be
used as a reference to characterize low, medium and high voltage networks and expand the scenarios
and capabilities of BPLC technology.
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